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Abstract: The wireless industries are growing exponentially with the development of multifunctional, multi mode communication standards and new radio access technologies. Software Defined Radio (SDR)[5],[6] technology is expected to replace several conventional techniques to implement transmitter and receiver, which offers extensive advantages that includes adaptability, multifunctionality and reconfigurability encompassing radio frequency bands, waveforms, modes of operation and air interface etc.. So, Software defined radio becomes a vital technique for wireless communication in current era. This paper is based on review of various study related to design techniques of SDR or SRR. It contains brief introduction of SDR, advantages, SRR basic components and also discuss the observations based on various design techniques.

Index Terms: Coefficient, Channelizers, Channel bandwidth, Computational complexity, FIR(Finite Impulse Response) filter, Power consumption, Reconfigurable, SDR or SRR.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO (SDR)

Joe Mitola[1][2] has introduced the concept of SDR which is included in the group of reconfigurable or re-programmable radios. Its characteristics are defined by software with dynamic capabilities. In SDR, software modules are utilized to create radio functions related to signal generation at transmission end and signal reception at receiver end. In other words, SDR is a radio that offers flexibility in static hardware by the use of software. Therefore, the same part of hardware may be employed to perform various tasks at different points of time[3],[4],[5]. The characteristics along with advantages and disadvantages of SDR are explained in section 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 followed by Software Radio Receiver and its applications.

1.1.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF SDR

SDR has following characteristics[6]:

a) Multifunctionality: Software defined radio support different types of services or communication standards due to its reconfiguration property. With the development of short-range networks i.e. IEEE 802.11 or Bluetooth, there is enhancement in the services of radio.

b) Global mobility: The 3G technology is used and it can be synchronized with various standards such as 1G, 2G, 3G and 4G. There are many standards under this 3G umbrella; therefore, the requirement of transparency is sorted out using software radio concept.

c) Compactness and power efficiency: A compact and power efficient communication system is implemented using software radio approach. This factor is useful especially in cases, where there is enhancement in the number of systems because the same piece of hardware is repeatedly used to implement variety of systems and their interfaces.

d) Ease in manufacturing and upgrade: Here a number of standard are clubbed in the same zone, therefore, it becomes very easy to manufacture and upgrade the system. A system can be easily improved and updated with additional functions due to its flexible design. It can be achieved efficiently without any cost to recall all the involved units or replace the user terminals.

The radio spectrum in SDR is dynamically explored and the portion of frequency band is determined. Hence, objective of SDR is to implement different types of communication medium on a general purpose hardware platform which is reconfigurable. Moreover, different types of modulation and demodulation techniques in wide and narrowband process are controlled by developing standards over a broad frequency range using software. The SDR has following types of levels7 (as per table 1):
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Table 1: Various Level of SDR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level0</td>
<td>Hardware Radio(HR)</td>
<td>Design using hardware components and cannot be used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level1</td>
<td>Software Controlled Radio(SDR)</td>
<td>Software used to implement control functions such as interconnects and power levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level2</td>
<td>Software Defined Radio(SDR)</td>
<td>It is software approach which control various security related function, wideband or narrowband process and modulation technique in communication system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level3</td>
<td>Ideal Software Radio(ISR)</td>
<td>The whole system is controlled by programs with analog conversion only at antenna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level4</td>
<td>Ultimate Software radio(USR)</td>
<td>Defined for comparison purposes only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1.2 Advantages & Disadvantages of SDR

SDR offers the following advantages over traditional fixed radios:

a) A common set of hardware is used for reception and transmission of signals by using various modulations and encoding techniques.

b) There is a possibility to choose an operating frequency and mode which is best suited for prevailing situations.

c) User can modify or update the performance of a system by installing new software.

d) SDR provides an opportunity to identify interference of the system with other communications channels and also helps to avoid any interference.

e) It simplifies and improves the performance of radio architecture by eliminating hardware and its costs.

f) It provides a platform for carrying out latest experiments.

SDR has following disadvantages[5]:

a) It includes poor dynamic range in comparison to fixed radios.

b) It is not user friendly for writing and maintaining various softwares for different communication systems.

1.1.3 Software Radio Receiver (SRR)
The receiver which is used in SDR is known as SDR receiver or SRR. SRR requires real time variable frequency response characteristics, which are defined by software. Channelizer is the most intensive computational part of SRR that operates at sampling rate which is quite high. This process of extracting various narrowband radio signals from a wideband input signal in SRR is known as channelization. The filters that are used for channelization are called channel filters. Channel filter used in SRRs should have low complexity and reconfigurability property. The bandwidth of the filter is the important characteristic in radio receiver that selects the desired channel. Desired channel is selected using sharp filters having different bandwidths in SRR. The large number of filter coefficients and different computational resources are its major requirements. So, SDR receiver or SRR can receive channels of wide range of bandwidth and any modulation.

Figure 1 represents the basic functional diagram of SRR9. The receiver starts with smart antenna which is used to minimize different type of noise, multipath and interference by providing gain versus direction characteristic. Similar advantages are also provided by the smart antenna to the transmitter.

Figure 1. Basic functional diagram of SRR

In conventional SRR, low noise amplifier (LNA) is used for amplifying and filtering the radio frequency (RF) signal received by antenna, which after mixing with local oscillator (LO) produces an Intermediate frequency (IF). The IF range signal is digitized using analog to digital converter (ADC). It also eliminates imaging or carrier offset problems. Digital to analog converter (DAC) is used for converting digital signal to analog signal for transmitter. In the next stage, digital filtering is used for channelization process. Interfacing between the output of ADC and processing hardware is achieved using sample rate conversion. Different types of platforms are used for software processing like Digital Signal Processing(DSPs), Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The different type of software methods have been used for modulation and demodulation of the signal such as middleware or virtual radio machines.

1.1.4 Applications of SRR

Following are the applications of SRR:

a) SRR used in military as the Joint Tactical Radio System.

b) SRR is equally useful for commercial purposes. The commercial sector perceives SRR as a system that can implement in a particular range of capabilities, which are reconfigurable with the help of software.

c) It is securely upgradable which can be used in internet as medium for updates.

2. Software Radio Receiver (SRR)

Zangi and Kolipillai (1998)[9] presented an algorithm for implementing computationally efficient FB channelizer for extracting particular channels from the output of the wide-band ADC. The input of IF processing block is the output of the ADC in SRR. The IF processing block in SRR is implemented by using the computationally efficient algorithm. In this algorithm instead of classical DFTFB channelizer a subsampled DFTFB channelizer was used. The implemented channelizer had considerably less complexity than the traditional channelizers. Fixed channel stacking is major drawback of DFTFBs. Seskar and Mandayam (1999)[10] presented a reconfigurable architecture for linear multiuser detection. SRR was implemented to achieve dynamic reconfiguration. Authorshave...
divided the functionality of the architecture into two parts according to processing speed requirements that is FPGA and DSP. The architecture has provided diverse Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees ranging in several orders of magnitudes in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) requirements. As the architecture was flexible, therefore it allows different signal processing approaches for the implementation of required estimation. Moreover, the experimental results showed that diverse services such as voice and data traffic were simultaneously supported using this architecture. There was degradation in receiver performance due to fixed point arithmetic, which was compensated by 4-bit quantization. Zangi and Kolipilai(1999)[11]described two key issues in the design of wideband SRR which are: a) a single ADC used to digitize a cellular spectrum, b) efficient channelizers utilized for extracting individual signals from the wide-band signal. Authors have also presented a new computationally efficient wide-band channelizer known as open filter bank (OFB) channelizer, which was closely related to the DFT filter bank which is used in transmultiplexers. OFB channelizer was less complex than canonical DFT filter. Yoshida, Otake, Kato and Tsurumi (2000)[12] developed a SDR using direct conversion principle. An analog quadrature demodulator with fixed frequency local oscillator was organized for every band and was used to down convert entire channel bandwidth to baseband. The two characteristics required for analog stage to down convert the entire channel bandwidth to the baseband of different communication systems with different frequency band, are: a) Multi-band characteristic, b) Broadband characteristic. The developed SDR receiver was realized multiband characteristics at 1.5 GHz and 1.9 GHz band and broadband characteristic up to 10 MHz together with demodulation function of quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK). Improvement in design could be achieved by balancing the quadrature demodulator in order to increase the image cancel ratio. Harris and Rice (2001)[13] proposed poly phase filter banks for symbol timing synchronization in SDR. The poly phase filter bank have separated interpolation and matched filters. No interpolation filter was required after the matched filter, which provided a usual way to include maximum likelihood timing estimation into the loop. Moreover, the samples produced were aligned by frequency as well as phase with the data clock. Authors have also proved the equivalency of polyphase indexing to the fractional interpolation interval. ADC was not allowed to be put up at intermediate frequency due to high phase noise in this approach. Fung and Chan (2002)[14] presented a channelizer using multistage FB for software radio base stations. It was implemented by efficient sample rate changers and several stages of DFTFBs. The polyphase filter in the channelizer was implemented using SOPOT or CSD technique to represent the filter coefficients. Thus, coefficients multiplications were implemented by minimum number of additions and shifts only. Furthermore, an efficient technique called multiplier-block was used to implement the multiplier less FB with minimum number of adders. The channels had different bandwidths which were isolated from each other using this multistage method repeatedly. The presented method was more flexible to receive different bandwidth channels as needed in a multi-standard base station of mobile communication system and implemented with reduce computational complexity. The complexity of the design is slightly higher than the conventional design because of additional computational load at SRC. Xu, Wu and Bosisio (2003)[15] designed a SDR architecture using Six Port technology or multi-port demodulator to provide multimode and multi-channel wireless receiver. Six-port was consisted by interconnecting combiners and dividers in such a way that the signal which has to be measured along with four different sums of reference signal was produced. The results of the actual integrated SDR and Six-Port technology circuit provided low cost system, large flexibility in system design, and also huge potential for software reuse. Schnepf, Muller, Luyand Ruusser(2003)[16] implemented channel diversity for mobile SRR. It overcomes the received signal distortion due to multipath fading. The technique was based on Software Radio architecture, so the technique was easily extended to more communication channels. A coherent superposition of multiple information from different transmitters at different frequencies to increase the reception quality was implemented in this technique. Moreover, presented technique was an alternative to antenna diversity and it resulted in reduced number of antennas. However, there was fading effect in the superposed signal due to doppler frequencies from different transmitter. Yeung and Chan (2004)[17] presented multiplier-less realization and design of SRR with reduced system delay. Authors studied two approaches; a) multiplier-less hardware realization, b) realize the SRR using DSP. The SRR’s fixed coefficients were implemented efficiently with fewer numbers of additions and shifts using the SOPOT representations. The design was implemented by applying digital all pass filters and low delay FIR filters that significantly decreased the system delay of the multistage decimators in SRRs. In the conventional SRR to avoid the need of costly programmable FIR filter, the Sampling Rate Converter (SRC) was used. This SRC was implemented using a variable digital filter immediately after the integer decimators. Hence, the design has reduced system delay and implementation complexities. Xu, Bosisio and Wu (2005)[18] proposed a SRR platform which is based on Substrate Integrated Waveguide (SIW) six-port structure. The structure was compact and had lower cost. It did not require any external terminal as conventional six port structure. The operating frequency of receiver was from 22GHz to 26GHz for different modulations. The simulation results proved that the platform based on six-port technology was flexible and stable in system configuration, which could be used in software defined radio applications. Kruth, Simon, Dufrere, Weigel, Boos and Heinen (2006)[19] designed a flexible and low power front end for multimode SRR. The major problems of SRR were: a) narrowband LNA with different noise figure specification as well as linearity b) front end filtering for each communication systems. The designed SRR covered entire frequency with gain switches by wideband common gate LNA2, which offered a high linearity downconverter current mode interface between baseband filter and mixer with 32mA at 1.5V power supply. The noise due to the baseband section was drastically reduced because the design provided a high voltage conversion gain. Moreover, the receiver also had the broadband frequency characteristics; hence, it was used in various communication standards like Global System for Mobile (GSM), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA). Mahesh and Vinod (2006)[20] worked on low complexity reconfigurable FIR filters for SRR based BCSE. Authors discussed two architectures for the implementation of FIR filters: a)
Implementing FIR filters without using programmable shifter, and b) Programmable shifter was employed in the FIR filters. The later architecture offered a significant reduction in power and was designed to work at a high speed for a 12-bit coefficient of FIR filter with 109.7 MHz as clock frequency on Xilinx’s Virtex II FPGA. The architecture results in saving of addition operations by 23% in comparison with canonical FIR filter design. Authors failed to analyze the power dissipation issues in designed architecture. Vinod and Lai (2006)[21] presented a design of low power FIR filters having high speed for SRR. Digital FIR filters were designed in this work were having less number of adders for SRR. Details of two different techniques used for its designing are: a) PPF technique was used for encoding of filter coefficients, and b) Technique called Span reduction was used to code filter coefficient with fewer bits than canonical fixed point filters. The design provided average saving in the number of adders used i.e. 80% of full adders and 40% of adders required for the coefficient multipliers as compare to canonical FIR filter designs. Hence, there was reduction in computational complexity of the filter. It was observed that the PPF encoded technique was not an optimal representation.Hueber, Maurer, Strasser, Stuhlberger, Chabراك, and Hagelaauer(2006)[22] implemented a SRR with low system delay and multimode capability for applications in mobile terminal. Authors also discussed design considerations and disadvantages of a digital front end used for multi-mode type of mobile communication and divided the functionality of the digital front end into three parts: a) Sample rate was decreased using the decimation stage by an integer factor relating to anti-aliasing filtering, b) Single user channel was extracted using channel filtering, and c) Sample rate decreased using fractional SRC by a non-integer factor. The challenges related with multimode capable terminals were solved by efficient design of digital front end. The design provided a high reconfigurable, an efficient power consumption and reduced IC area. Abidi (2007)[23] redefined the SRR to tune with one channel of any bandwidth, making SRR a universal receiver in multi-standard wireless communication. Further, the cascaded anti alias filters significantly eliminate the unwanted channels as the high decimation factor which was distributed over two or more stages. The power and dynamic range of the ADC was reduced. The design is more flexible than used in conventional receivers as the user selected both decimation factor and number of stages. Author also developed a wideband LNA of 90-nm Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) sample tuned to 200 kHz to 20 MHz channels placed anywhere between 800 MHz to 6 GHz, but did not find hardware efficient way of receiving several continuously transmitted channels like CDMA. Araujo and Dinis (2007)[24] presented an analytical approach to evaluate quantization effects in ADC which is used in SRR design. Authors used multiband/multilayer signal as input of a wideband ADC and took benefit of Gaussian behavior of the signal. Moreover, it was used for performance evaluation and optimizing the quantization characteristic of ADC in computationally efficient way. An improvement in SIR level of several decibels was achieved by using oversampling factor and reference frequency. Awam, Alam, Koch and Behjou(2007)[25] presented design and implementation of Multi Standard SRR based on FPGA. RF signal after LNA was directly sampled at 840 MHz by bandpass sampling technique. Moreover, the front end processed different signal in the digital domain, which removed the hardware limitations as presented by conventional design. Polyphasechannelizers were used for extracting channels of 12 Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and 3 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) with desired rate at the baseband. The design was implemented using different structural techniques. Serial Polyphase filter with parallel Multiplier and Accumulator (MAC) was used for given design. By critically analyzing the design in terms of hardware, it is proved that the Distributed Arithmetic or Xilinx DSP48 blocks were efficient and best for implementing the polyphasechannelizer. However, there was need of various standard polyphase channelizers to extract all the channels. Mahesh and Vinod (2007)[26] worked on implementation of FRM based computational efficient reconfigurable channel filters for SRR. Design has decreased the complexity of the filter by minimization of precision coefficient without affecting the output of the filter. It offered a 37% reduction in adder over BSE based approach and 57% over CSD based approach. The method was tested on multiple levels of reconfigurability. Moreover, the architecture required large amount of hardware resource which made this infeasible for SRRs. Chan, Tsui, Yeung and Yuk (2007)[27] designed a digital IF architecture for SRR. It includes the digital filters having fixed coefficients and limited multiplier required in SRC. The fixed coefficient filters were implemented using SOPOT coefficients and Multiplier Block (MB) technique to reduce the computational complexity. Two algorithms were presented to optimize the internal wordlengths of Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems subject to prescribed output accuracy: a) A closed solution was found using the Lagrange multiplier method, and b) The desire wordlengths found in the integer values using Marginal analysis method. It was implemented without any multiplications and there was a trade-off between the hardware complexity & the filter performance. Farhang-Boroujeny (2008)[28] worked on FBs as a means for sensing a spectrum in CR systems. Farhang-Boroujeny suggested different types of FBs and also evaluated their performance through theoretically and numerical examples. The advantages and disadvantages of given spectrum analyzer and Thomson’s MT method were also discussed by comparing these two approaches. The stress was given on the FBs whose main task was to make possible communications which had multicarrier. In such cases, the sensing of spectrum came at almost no additional cost, as the FB which was used for demodulation that was also used for analysis of signal. Thomson’s MT method has limited application in Cognitive Radios (CRs) because of computational cost. Analysis of spectrum done by designed FB on the other way was more efficient. Mirzaei, Chehrazi, Bagheri and Abidi (2009)[29] synthesized and designed a second order filter for a SRR. The designed filter attenuated aliasing blocker before sampling. Designed filter was superior to first order filter due to its advantages: a) Exclusion of decimation stages, b) Initial rate of sampling was lower, c) Simple clocking scheme. Authors also studied various imperfections like gain mismatch, transconductor output impedance, and residual offsets in the channels by analyzing the noise and linearity performance of the filter. Moreover, it was observed that the filter was robust to clock jitter and suited for flicker noise cancellation. It offered comparable power consumption in spite of six transconductors. Mahesh and Vinod (2011)[30] introduced a computational efficient, flexible and
reconfigurable FBs for both non-uniform and uniform channelization in SRR using coefficient decimation. Their FBs were capable to receive channels of various communication standards at same time, whereas opposite to this DFTFB based receiver required separate FBs for parallel reception of multiple communication standard channels. The proposed method was focused on SRR application and was employed to all scenarios where DFTFB was used. In this paper emphasis should be given on energy consumption by the SRR. Mahesh, Vinod, Lai and Omondi (2011)[31] suggested the use of FB channelizes for multi-standard SRR. These FB architectures best than existing ones in terms of both dynamic reconfigurability and low complexity which are key requirements in SRR. FRM based FB gave more precis results and was an efficient replacement for the per-channel method. Coefficient Decimation method based FB had less computational complexity and was a substitute for DFTFBs. FB had complete control over the passband locations and passband width. There was reconfiguration overhead due to the use of masking filter. Cruz, and Carvalho(2011)[32]presented a design in which dynamic range of ADC was increased in SRR without using more number of components and flexibility. The design increased the dynamic range of ADC which was equal to the value of the attenuator used. Moreover, the flexibility property of the design allowed it to use in bandpass sampling and variety of receivers with same complexity of front end. The design was used for wide band receiver in SDR. However, it consumed more DC power and nonlinear distortion because it was based on active devices. Moreover, the design showed improvements in performance, when two different modulated signals were used for simulations. In this design, 10 dB increase in the dynamic range was achieved which was controlled by the attenuator. Complexity of the model could be optimized by the tradeoff between number of devices and outcome. George, Elias(2012)[33] presented a sharp FIR filter which has continuously variable bandwidth with low complexity and low distortion. The two random SRCs were combined to obtain fixed length filter which was having continuously variable bandwidth. The sample rate was varied by the first SRC as per the need of the efficient bandwidth. The output of first SRC was processed in a filter having fixed length and bandwidth. Further, the initial rate of sample was recovered by applying output of the filter to second SRC. This efficiently changed filter’s bandwidth which was required in SRR to fine tune at desired channel. FRM technique was used to design fixed length FIR filter with sharpness and low complexity. Hence high performance as well as saving in the computational complexity was achieved in SRR, however hardware complexity of the filter increases. Deng, Huang, Liu, Li, Huang, and Yi (2013)[34] designed and implemented both ADC and Digital down Converter (DDC) in system on chip for IF digital SRR. In this design, IF analog signal transformed into baseband digital signal. Hence,design made the SRR system higher integrated, more flexible and reliable as compared to the combination of DSP and FPGA functions. Further, the data was accepted at 200 MHz sample rate by System on Chip (SoC). Simulation outcomes showed that the design worked well for different types of wireless applications. George, Elias(2014)[35] design a channelizer in which variable bandwidth filter is used to reduce or enhance the bandwidth without any change in the filter coefficient. The designed channelizer can convert wideband channel in to baseband channel without using intermediate stage. The computational complexity of FRM channelizer was reduced by representing filter coefficient in canonic signed digit representation which was optimized by using nature inspired modified harmony search. Hence, the power consumed by the channelizer was reduced. The channelizer also helped to reduce the gap between DSP and antenna of SRR. The designed filter was also known as selectable bandwidth filter Ambede, Shreejith, Vinod, and Fahmy (2015)[36] presented method for designing variable digital filter in SRR channelizer which have less computational complexity. The method named as improved coefficient decimation. Varieties of responses were obtained using same set of filter coefficients. There was limitation to achieve sharp transition bandwidths (BW) because the filter required high order for this and hence, the computational complexity of filter may increase. Kalathil, Elias(2016)[37]designed near perfect construction (NPR) non-uniform cosine modulated FB using frequency response masking technique. The hardware complexity of filter is decreased by utilizing canonic signed digit representation of filter coefficient and further optimized by using hybrid GSA-HSA algorithm which is the combination of two modified metaheuristic algorithms i.e. Harmony search algorithm (HSA) and Gravitational Search algorithm (GSA). Hybrid algorithms have the properties of both metaheuristic algorithms. The resulting FB has low complexity and sharp transition width. The designed filter bank was used as a channlizer in SDR receiver. It has problem of linear phase. Sakthivel, Elias(2018)[38]presented digital channelizers for SDR using NPRnon-uniform modified Discrete Fourier transform FB. The designed filter used frequency masking technique along with common subexpression elimination method, multiobjective artificial bee colony optimization algorithm, canonic signed digit representation and modified shift inclusive differential technique to obtain less hardware complexity and narrow transition width. As compare to cosine modulated filter banks the proposed filter have linear phase and less hardware complexity. Authors have implemented the proposed filter on FPGA. Akeela and Dezfooli(2018)[39] have given broad overview of the variety of design methods and hardware platforms implemented for SDR. This paper incorporates FPGAs, GPPs, DSPs, GPUs, and co-design. Authors discussed the basic architectures and investigated their disadvantages and advantages. They have compared design approaches by considering power efficiency and computational power and also discussed different issues related to SDR which is helpful to developed advanced SDRs.

3. Observations based on study of SDR or SRR design techniques

From the survey the following analysis have been drawn:

a) The basic idea of SDR is to provide flexibility to communication system through the property of reconfigurability by substituting the analog signal processing with digital signal processing. So, for implementing SDR architecture, low complexity as well as flexibility are required for filter. The complexity of the filter is reduced by modifying the coefficients.

b) SDR means that different communication standard can communicate with each other using same hardware by reprogramming or reconffiguring using appropriate software. SDR must be design such that it has low power consumption and high speed.
c) SDR can considerably reduce the complexity and cost of base stations for wireless communication system. In SDR wideband ADC and DAC are used as close to antenna as possible. Digital domain is used for all signal processing and functionality.

d) Channelizer is the most computationally concentrated block in SRR which is used in the digital front end. Channelizer is implemented using high speed and low power FIR filters. Delay, multiplier and adder are the key functional units of a digital filter. Multiplier deals with the arithmetic complexity of filter which is important in channelizer. Multiplications in filtering operation are easily replaced with shift and add by different techniques.

e) Direct digitization of FM band can be done immediately after the LNA using channel diversity. Channel diversity is achieved by extracting the different channel from the same source as result of filtering and downsampling the broadband signal.

f) There is a need to design optimal filter for channel separation in SRR. This process removes nearby channels for the wideband signals without affecting band of interest.

g) SRR required variable bandwidth or variable frequency response characteristics. There is change in the bandwidth or frequency response of FIR filter by changing the order of a filter which is a common method. According to this method, there is a reduction in bandwidth or frequency response with increase in filter order or tap and vice versa.

4. CONCLUSION

From the survey it has been concluded that there is a need to develop and implement a FIR filter with optimized symbol detection for SRR to reduce noise and extracting different channels in multi-standard communication system. The emphases are to improve the computational complexity, reconfigurability and power consumption. SRR is becoming superior to other technology due to its ability to extract different narrowband channels form wideband channel with high level of flexibility and reconfigurability at same time. Digital filter is an important part of SRR. Hence, there is a need to investigate DSP wireless communication systems in which digital filter is specifically designed to provide less computational complexity with lower power consumption. FIR filter designed by changing the filter coefficients is widely used and further can be optimized using different types of algorithms.
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